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Customers’ lives grow faster-paced by the day. More is
expected of them, in professional and personal settings
alike, and they’re leveraging technology everywhere
they can to help keep themselves on track. Pursuing
new customers, and retaining existing ones, have
become faster-paced tasks, too -– and, as a result, leading
organizations are investing to become more agile and
more responsive as a result. The difference is apparent
everywhere: : in product development groups, where
consumers are involved at ever-earlier phases in the
design process; in promotional design, where simplicity
and value rule the day; and in customer interaction
management, where social media, chat, SMS, and email
are slowly replacing the call center as the focus of the
customer service functions.
These faster-paced, instantWe know that
gratification channels
customers prefer the
mean that customers are
increasingly unwilling to wait
interaction channels
on hold for customer service.
that the cloud is
They go where their business
best at serving.
is welcomed in real time –
where the organization can
keep up with the speed of the customer. It’s no surprise,
then, that more and more organizations have identified
the combined burden of managing on-premises solutions
and physical software licenses as two major impediments
to organizational agility. They’re right, and the numbers
bear it out: cloud solutions are faster, easier to integrate
into organizational workflows, and less expensive. In this
white paper, we’ll examine in more detail the impact of
cloud solutions on customer interaction management,
and explain how cloud migration to support the customer
journey offers two separate layers of organizational
value creation.
First, though, one simple question bears consideration:
does the cloud make a difference to a customer compared
with on-premises equipment? The benefits of the
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cloud are inherently obvious from the organizational
perspective. Cloud software and servers even out IT
expense, offer resiliency, and uptime improvements,
and enable the organization to shift the focus of IT from
software updates and server management to proactive
IT stack improvement. But, what does the cloud mean
from the perspective of the customer journey? To
objectively answer that question, it’s important to turn the
traditional cloud conversation on its head and evaluate the
organization from the customer’s perspective – from the
wallet in, rather than from the data center out.

What do we know about the customer
journey and how it intersects the cloud?
Plenty. We know that customers prefer the interaction
channels that the cloud is best at serving. Customers who
started and ended their interactions on digital channels –
chat, SMS, and email - were 19 percent more satisfied in
post-interaction satisfaction measurements than those
using only traditional channels like telephone interaction.
There’s a reason for that. Telephone interaction takes
the center stage in a customer’s daily life, and for many
people, transforms their multitasking handset into a singlepurpose consumer electronics product for the duration of
the call. That’s not reality for fast-moving consumers who
want their issues taken care of in a text or chat application
while going about their lives on the Internet, on social
media, on corporate workplace apps. For consumers
multitasking on a mobile phone, solving a bank account
error or returning a retail purchase is just one active
application among many.
We know that customers prefer to work with
organizations that “see” them equally clearly across
all of those channels. Seventy-seven percent of best-inclass companies (top 20 percent) retain customer contact
data across all channels compared to 48 percent of other
companies, according to the Aberdeen Group. Repeating
customer data to every new agent that a problem
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The cloud’s ability to
accelerate interactions
offers the opportunity
to create value more
quickly than ever before.

escalates to, or re-entering
account numbers and security
information via a telephone
keypad, is a sure route to
customer dissatisfaction and
switching behavior.

We know that
omnichannel customers
are well worth recruiting, retaining, and developing,
because they outspend exclusively brick-and-mortar
shoppers by a factor of two. Deloitte, in “The Omnichannel
Opportunity”, found that omnichannel customers
contribute 208 percent more spend than customers
who only shopped in stores. Recruiting and retaining an
omnichannel customer is the equivalent of recruiting
three traditional brick-and-mortar customers – and
cloud systems excel at managing omnichannel customer
interactions and orders.
We know that the cloud is expected to serve as the
bridge between the online and brick-and-mortar
environments. Forrester Research, in “Consumer Desires
Versus Retail Capabilities: Minding the Omnichannel
Commerce Gap”, notes that 71 percent of consumers
cite the ability to view inventory for in-store products
as important or very important. The same study found
that 50 percent of consumers now expect to be able
to buy online and pick up in the store. Cloud inventory
management makes brick-and-mortar stocks available for
inspection by consumers before they leave their homes
and businesses.
We know that the cloud makes organizations faster
and more agile. Depending on the type of software and
hardware involved, cloud implementations and updates
require from 45-55 percent less time and organizational
oversight than on-premises implementations. That time is
freed up to do more within the IT department, while fiscal
resources are similarly freed up to achieve productive
results elsewhere in the company.
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Finally, we know that cloud-based omnichannel
customer care creates real and sustainable
competitive differentiation on the top line – and
the bottom line, too. Put simply, investments in cloud
customer interactions are creating a wider and wider gap
between the financial performance of leaders and laggards
with each passing quarter. In a recent study, Aberdeen
Research found that companies with extremely strong
omnichannel customer engagement see a 9.5 percent
year-over-year increase in annual revenue, compared to
3.4 percent for weak omnichannel companies. Similarly,
strong omnichannel companies see a 7.5 percent yearover-year decrease in cost per contact, compared to a
0.2 percent year-over-year decrease for weak companies.
The picture that emerges from these data points is
clear and compelling. Cloud customer interaction
and omnichannel commerce and care unite for a real
competitive advantage, creating value through revenue
enhancement and cost reduction, enhancing the ROI of
customer recruitment and retention, and, most importantly,
moving at the speed of the customer’s journey.
That last point is critical to unlocking the value proposition
of cloud omnichannel commerce and care. All business
processes inherently either create or destroy value.
The cloud’s ability to accelerate interactions offers the
opportunity to create value more quickly than ever before.
In the case of cloud omnichannel commerce and care,
these systems rapidly translate economic value to the
organization, resulting in an organization able to recruit
and retain more profitable customers, convert more
to Net Promoter status, and increase their net lifetime
account value, all faster than the competition.
The customer journey is an easier and more enjoyable
one with cloud technology serving the experience – that
much is clear. Moreover, it’s easy to see the primary
benefits of a cloud commerce and care strategy, including
more profitable customers, lower churn costs, and
faster recruitment. In addition to these readily apparent
benefits, there are other, less tangible, but still meaningful,
advantages that transform organizations from competitors
to challengers, to leaders to dominators. This “second layer”
of organizational benefits results from supporting the
customer journey through the cloud, and while it’s made up
of less obvious components, they are no less valuable.
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CLOUD OMNICHANNEL
COMMERCE AND CARE

Net promoter conversion increases
the rate at which desirable new
customers switch brands.

YoY INCREASE IN ANNUAL REVENUE
FOR FIRMS WITH OMNICHANNEL
STRATEGIES IN PLACE

+
+9.5%

+

AVERAGE SPEND UP UPLIFT FOR OMNICHANNEL
SHOPPERS COMPARED WITH BRICK-ANDMORTAR ONLY SHOPPERS

+208%

CUSTOMER RETENTION RATE FOR
FIRMS WITH OMNICHANNEL
STRATEGIES IN PLACE

89%
Better service, omnichannel
integration attract more
customers to your brand.

Hugher share of wallet, greater spend
by satisfied omnichannel shopping
customers creates enterprise value faster.

Greater retention of customers
minimizes churn expense, frees
up fiscal resources for product
development.

55%

TRADITIONAL COMMERCE & CARE
YoY INCREASE IN ANNUAL REVENUE
FOR FIRMS WITHOUT OMNICHANNEL
STRATEGIES IN PLACE
+3.4%

TIME SAVINGS FOR CLOUD IMPLEMENTATIONS
OF OMNICHANNEL COMMERCE AND CARE OVER
ON-PREMISE TECHNOLOGY

33%
First, cloud solutions create reinvestment
opportunities from cloud-derived fiscal flexibility.
While it’s easy to focus on the cost savings that cloud SaaS
creates in the customer journey process, the flip side of
that coin – where those savings are invested – is important,
too. Leading organizations are turning SaaS savings into
new products and services, innovative promotions,
improved social CRM presence, and other high-ROI
projects. The dollar savings derived from cloud savings
create an internal financial “store” that functions like any
other stream of revenue, enabling organizations to invest
saved funds for peak organizational performance.
Cloud solutions create a ubiquitous, resilient
customer interface that is easy to unify. On-premises
solutions begin to fall out of step with the corporate
customer interface system from the moment they’re
powered on: updates slip, version control fragments,
outages in one area load the system down in another.
From one day to the next, the customer’s experience
can differ substantially. With cloud technology, every
operating component works at the latest revision level,
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CUSTOMER RETENTION RATE
FOR FIRMS WITHOUT
OMNICHANNEL STRATEGIES
IN PLACE

in a resilient fabric that eliminates on-premises outage
concerns for a single, consistent customer experience,
day in, day out, boosting customer satisfaction and loyalty.
More importantly, the cloud also offers the possibility
of simultaneous deployments of redesigned customer
interaction channels, preventing the on-premises “trap” of
mistimed deployments creating surges of demand in the
optimized channels while legacy channel usage plummets.
Cloud solutions handle interaction surges more
cost-effectively. The essential nature of omnichannel
customers is speed and efficiency throughout the entire
organization, including recruitment and onboarding.
Net Promoters bring other customers with them, often
in large numbers, resulting in unforeseeable surges in
demand. Without the ability to quickly, often instantly,
scale up customer interaction capacity, hard-won points
of NPS score can vanish in seconds as new customers
wait on hold or in chat queues. Cloud infrastructure scales
more quickly and cost-effectively, offering better-quality
outcomes during periods of peak demand to protect
investments in NPS-powered value creation.
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Cloud solutions create a virtual “hub” for
omnichannel care. Business intelligence derived during
an interaction is maximized in value by ensuring that it
instantly becomes available for use on all channels, a task
that is virtually impossible utilizing on-premises solutions. By
combining interaction technologies and business intelligence
tools in a unified cloud environment, customer contacts
– and the information they generate – are all available to a
common set of customer journey tools. Interactions route
faster, complete faster, and create new insights on customer
behavior faster. Every step in the process occurs within a
secure environment on a common IT platform.
Cloud solutions accelerate the organization to the
speed of the customer. The net result of these factors
is an organization accelerated to customer speed: agile,
aware, and able to react with the speed and precision

What’s missing?
What’s missing in the cloud technology provider/
professional services and consulting firm/cloud services
provider mixes is experience in managing the customer
journey. As a result, organizations looking for sustainable
competitive differentiation are sourcing cloud solutions
from providers in the customer interaction segment. To
aid in provider selection, we recommend a simple five-point
checklist when sourcing a cloud commerce and care solution:
What can the vendor show you beyond the IT stack?
Almost every cloud vendor today has access to leadingedge technologies and processes. However, customer
journey success stories involving cloud commerce and
care going beyond the parts that plug into a power outlet
to demonstrate a vendor’s holistic knowledge of the entire
customer journey, are rare.
Who is already using the solution? References are
important in any vendor selection process, but when it
comes to powering the customer journey from the cloud,
they become a critical step. Top vendor solutions are already
present in Fortune 500 companies, with proven results that
reference contacts are happy to discuss. Ask for them!
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customers demand. Leading organizations are building
cloud solutions that bring together best-of-breed software
providers, skilled customer experience designers, and
cutting-edge global staffing solutions to create a new
generation of customer interaction management systems.
Is your customer interaction platform evolving in this
direction – and with the right partner?
Leading organizations are asking more of their cloud
commerce and care providers than ever before. It’s not
enough to offer a robust and reliable technological cloud
service platform. Successful companies want business
partners to help them unlock, quantify, and deploy real
cost savings within the commerce and care process,
driving cloud technology providers building and acquiring
professional services units as fast as traditional consulting
firms are acquiring cloud services providers.
How far can it reach? Successful enterprises engage the
full opportunity of the global marketplace, with follow-thesun service across the entire omnichannel spectrum of
interaction. The leading technology and service providers
do the same, offering their clients a robust and resilient
global solution for cloud commerce and care. Make sure your
provider can grow with you as your marketplace expands.
How extensible is the solution beyond the data
center? Complete support of the customer journey
means just that: complete support. The leading providers
in the market are capable of going well beyond the data
center environment, offering evolved business intelligence
and analytics solutions, customer experience design
services, even outsourcing of agents across a variety of
interaction channels. Choose a vendor that is ready to
handle the growth and evolution of your customer journey
support needs.
What does the roadmap look like? Technology
providers and consultants can show you six to twelve
months of forward planning on their offerings. Customer
journey solution providers can provide longer roadmaps,
featuring evolution in every area of their service offerings,
from technology to services to analytics and more. You have
a vision of what you want your customer’s journey to look like
five years from now; expect the same from your provider.
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With a full-service cloud commerce and care provider as
your partner, your organization is ready to unlock both
levels of value creation, and begin moving at the speed
of the customer. If your organization is not already well
down the road of migrating its customer journey support
systems to the cloud, consider starting today, using the
checklist provided above to vet your partner options.
In the process of doing so, don’t forget that you’re a
customer, too: expect your provider to keep up with you!

Why eLoyalty?
eLoyalty, a TeleTech company, was the first North American
partner to achieve Cisco HCS Certification and Contact
Center as a Service Designation, has received the Cisco
Advanced Technology Partner Certification for Contact
Center Enterprise and Customer Voice Portal, and the Cisco
Customer Satisfaction Award every year since 2007. We
are the only Cisco Cloud Partner offering a solution with
this type of increased flexibility and capability incorporated
directly into the HCS platform. Beyond the certifications and
endorsements, however, we contend that the satisfaction
of one’s customers provides the best gauge of a business’
effectiveness and worth. With a 95 percent client renewal
rate, eLoyalty has proven itself a deserving partner as it
helps chart customer experience technology roadmaps,
implementing cloud systems to provide safer, faster,
smarter, and more agile service interactions.

Contact eLoyalty
eloyalty.com
solutions@eloyalty.com
512.391.7700
800.TELETECH
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